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Abstract
We study the ODE/IM correspondence for untwisted affine Lie algebras asso-
ciated with simple Lie algebras including exceptional type. We consider the linear
problem obtained from the massless limit of that of the modified affine Toda field
equation. The Q-functions in integrable models are expressed as the inner product
of the solution of the dual linear problem and the subdominant solution of the linear
problem. Using Cheng’s algorithm to obtain the solution of the linear problem, we
can determine efficiently the zeros of the Q-function, which provides the solutions
of the Bethe ansatz equations. We calculate the zeros numerically, which are shown
to agree with the results from the Non-Linear Integral Equations for simply-laced
affine Lie algebras. By the folding procedure of the Dynkin diagrams of simply-


























The ODE/IM correspondence [1] is a relation between ordinary differential equations
(ODE) and two-dimensional quantum integrable models (IM). This correspondence has
been proposed from the spectral analysis of the Schro¨dinger equation, where the functional
relations of the integrable model are obtained from the asymptotic solutions to the ODE.
In particular, one can obtain Baxter’s T-Q relations and the Bethe ansatz equations
(BAEs) from the coefficients connecting the different bases of the solutions of the ODE
[2, 3]. The BAEs, which are satisfied by the zeros of the Q-functions, determine the
spectrum of the integrable model. Although the BAEs are highly non-trivial equations
to solve, they are written in the form of the Non-Linear Integral Equations (NLIEs) [4],
which can be solved numerically. The spectrum can be recovered from the solutions of
the ODE with appropriate boundary conditions.
In [5–8], the Schro¨dinger type ODE has been generalized to higher-order ODE, which
corresponds to Ar-type integrable models. The Q-functions for the fundamental repre-
sentations are represented by the Wronskians of the solutions of the ODE. In [9], the
correspondence between the ODE and the BAEs has been generalized to classical simple
Lie algebras. The ψ-system satisfied by the Wronskians of the solutions plays an impor-
tant role to write down the BAEs for simple Lie algebras. The Bethe roots are obtained
numerically from the solution to the ODE around the origin, where Cheng’s algorithm [10]
provides an efficient approach to generate the solutions. Numerically, it is hard to find the
zeros of the Q-functions represented by the Wronskians. However, if one uses the adjoint
ODE, which is satisfied by the sub-determinants of the Wronskians, one can obtain the
zeros from the adjoint ODE efficiently. For the Dr-type Lie algebra, the corresponding
ODE is the pseudo-differential equation. For this type of ODE, it is difficult to find the
Wronskian formula of the Q-functions associated to spinor representations and the adjoint
ODE.
In [11], it has been shown that the ODE for classical simple Lie algebra g is obtained
from the linear problem associate with the affine Lie algebra gˆ∨, where the check symbol
implies the Langlands dual of gˆ and the ψ-system is written in terms of the solutions
of the linear system, from which one finds the BAEs for the affine Lie algebra gˆ. In
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[12], motivated by a massive ODE/IM correspondence between the modified sinh-Gordon
equation and the quantum sinh-Gordon model [13] and its generalization [14], the linear
differential equation is obtained as the linear problem associated with the modified affine
Toda field equation based on gˆ. From the linear problem associated with affine Lie
algebra, one can write down the ODE for any simple Lie algebra by taking the massless
limit. The ψ-system for gˆ∨ [15–17] leads to the BAEs for the Langlands dual gˆ [18, 19].
This correspondence includes the Langlands dual of twisted affine Lie algebras. However,
it is not clear what kind of integrable models correspond to the linear problem for non-
simply-laced affine Lie algebras. (For B
(1)
2 , see [20]). Since the higher-order (pseudo-)ODE
associated with the linear problem has a complicated structure, it is very difficult to study
its solutions and find the Bethe roots from the analysis of the ODE. To study the ODE/IM
correspondence for affine Lie algebras, it is desirable to formulate the Q-functions based
on the linear problem.
In this paper, we will propose a new method to calculate the Bethe roots from the
linear problems associated with affine Lie algebras. For a simply-laced affine Lie algebra,
we show that the spectra numerically agree with the result of the NLIEs, which has
been constructed for simply-laced Lie algebras [21, 22]. The linear problem for a non-
simply-laced affine Lie algebra is defined from the modified affine Toda field equation in a
similar way. A non-simply-laced Lie algebra is obtained by folding the Dynkin diagram of
simply-laced one. We will show that the linear problem, the BAEs and the NLIEs can be
also obtained by the folding procedure. The effective central charge of the corresponding
integrable model is calculated by the same procedure, which completes the list of the
integrable models corresponding to the linear problems for untwisted affine Lie algebras.
In the present work, we will not discuss the twisted affine Lie algebra [11, 15, 16] and
the higher level case [9, 23, 24], because the Bethe roots become complex and the NLIEs
approach is rather difficult to find them. These subjects will be discussed in a separate
paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, after introducing basic notions of
Lie algebras, we define the linear problem associate with an affine Lie algebra and its
asymptotic solutions. We then define the Q-functions from the linear problem and derive
the BAEs from the ψ-system. We also discuss the folding procedure of the linear system.
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In section 3, we introduce the dual linear problem and express the Q-function in terms
of the solutions to the dual linear problem and the subdominant solution. Using this
representation, we discuss the asymptotic behaviour of the Q-function. Next, we explain
Cheng’s algorithm to obtain the solutions around the origin, which is useful to find the
Bethe roots as the zeros of the Q-functions. Section 4 describes the NLIEs associated
with an affine Lie algebra. We also discuss the folding procedure of the NLIEs for the
simply-laced Lie algebra and derive the effective central charge. In section 5, we compare
the Bethe roots obtained from the Q-function in section 3 with those obtained from the
NLIEs. Section 6 is devoted for conclusions and discussions. In appendix A, we summarize
basic data of simple Lie algebras and their representations which are used in this paper. In
appendix B, we write down the linear system and its dual for affine Lie algebras explicitly.
In appendix C, we summarize the Q-functions for the fundamental representations of a
simple Lie algebra. Finally, in appendix D, we apply Cheng’s algorithm for the solution
of the linear problem and its dual in the case of the affine Lie algebra E
(1)
6 .
2 Linear problem and Q-function
In this section, we first summarize the notations of the Lie algebra used in this paper. We
next introduce the linear problem associated with an affine Lie algebra. Then, we define
the Q-function, which connects the subdominant solution at infinity with the solutions
around the origin.
2.1 Lie algebra
We begin with some basic definitions of Lie algebras. Let g be a simple Lie algebra, which
is generated by {Eα, Ha} (α ∈ ∆, a = 1, . . . , r). Here r is the rank of g and ∆ is the set
of roots. These generators satisfy the commutation relations:
[Ha, Hb] = 0, (2.1)




Nα,βEα+β, α + β ∈ ∆,




where Nα,β are the structure constants. α
∨ = 2α/α2 is the co-root of α, where we
normalize the squared length of the long root to be 2.
Let αa (a = 1, . . . , r) be simple roots of g. The Cartan matrix of g is defined by
Cab = (αa · α∨b ). The fundamental weight ωa (a = 1, . . . , r), which is a dual vector of the
simple root αa, is defined by ωa · α∨b = δab. The associated co-weight ω∨a is defined by
ω∨a = 2ωa/α
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a. The (co)Weyl vector ρ (ρ








a ). The highest root θ and its co-root θ
∨ are expanded as
θ =
∑r







a , where na (n
∨
a ) are some positive integers called
(co-)labels. The Dynkin diagrams and the Cartan matrices of simple Lie algebras are
presented in the appendix A.
We use (ρ(a), V (a)) (a = 1, . . . , r) to denote the fundamental representation ρ(a) on
the vector space V (a) with the highest weight ωa. ei (i = 1, . . . , dimV
(a)) are the weight
vectors of V (a) with the weight hi: H
bei = (hi)
bei.
The untwisted affine Lie algebra gˆ associated with a simple Lie algebra g is defined
by the extended Dynkin diagram, which is obtained by adding a root α0 = −θ + δ [25].
Here δ is the null element. We define the generator by Eα0 = E−θ. We also define the
label and the co-label n0 = 1 and n
∨
0 = 1, respectively. Then the (dual) Coxeter number
is defined by h =
∑r





a . Then the affine Lie algebra is generated by
Eαζ
n and Haζn (α ∈ ∆, a = 1, . . . , r, n ∈ Z, ζ ∈ C) in addition with a central element.
When the Dynkin diagram of g has a symmetry under the interchange of the nodes of
the diagram, it induces an automorphism of the Lie algebra. Using this symmetry, one
can relate the simply-laced Lie algebra to non-simply-laced one. One can also construct
the twisted affine Lie algebra by using this automorphism.
Let us illustrate this folding procedure to obtain non-simply-laced Lie algebras, which
we will use in this paper.
A2r−1 → Cr Let α1, . . . , α2r−1 be the simple roots of A2r−1 and {Ha, Eα} its generators.




(αa + α2r−a), a = 1, . . . , r − 1, βr = αr, (2.4)
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which become the simple roots of Cr. The generators E
Cr
βa
of Cr for simple roots βa are
defined from those of A2r−1 as
ECrβa = Eαa + Eα2r−a , a = 1, . . . , r − 1, ECrβr = Eαr . (2.5)
The fundamental representation V
(a)











A2r−1 is dual to V
(a)




Dr+1 → Br For Dr+1 with simple roots α1, . . . , αr+1, there is a Z2-symmetry, which
interchanges αr with αr+1 and other simple roots are unchanged. We define the simple
roots of Br by
βa = αa, a = 1, . . . , r − 1, βr = 1
2
(αr + αr+1). (2.6)
The generators of Br for the simple roots are given by
EBrβa = Eαa , a = 1, . . . , r − 1, EBrβr = Eαr + Eαr+1 . (2.7)
D4 → G2 Let α1, α2, α3, α4 be simple roots of D4. Then we identify α1, α3, α4 by Z3




(α1 + α2 + α3), β2 = α2. (2.8)
β1, β2 are the simple roots of G2. The corresponding generators are given by
EG2β1 = Eα1 + Eα2 + Eα3 , E
G2
β2
= Eα2 . (2.9)
E6 → F4 Let α1, . . . , α6 be the simple roots of E6. The Dynkin diagram of E6 has a
Z2-symmetry which interchanges α1 and α5, α2 and α4. α3 and α6 are unchanged. Then




(α1 + α5), β3 =
1
2
(α2 + α4), β2 = α3, β1 = α6. (2.10)
The generators of F4 for the simple roots are defined by
EF4β1 = Eα1 + Eα5 , E
F4
β2
= Eα2 + Eα4 , E
F4
β3
= Eα3 , E
F4
β4
= Eα6 . (2.11)
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2.2 Linear problem and Q-function
We now define the linear problem for an untwisted affine Lie algebra gˆ. It is defined by
the massless limit of the linear problem of the modified affine Toda field equation [12–14,
26, 27], which corresponds to the massive integrable model with the BAEs associated to
its Langlands dual gˆ∨. Here gˆ is a simply-laced or twisted affine Lie algebra.
We start with the linear problem defined on the complex plane. For an affine Lie
algebra gˆ with rank r and its representation V , we define






Ψ(x,E, l) = 0. (2.12)













n∨0 p(x,E) ζEα0 , (2.13)
where
la := −ωa · g, p(x,E) := xhM − E. (2.14)
The parameters l = (l1, . . . , lr) are referred as the monodromy parameters. g is a r-
dimensional vector satisfying
1 + αa · g > 0, a = 0, . . . , r. (2.15)
These constraints for g come from the condition that the leading term in the solution to
the modified affine Toda field equation is logarithmic [12]. ζ is defined to be +1 or −1,
which depends on g and V . Concrete expressions of Lgˆ are presented in appendix B.
Let (ρ, V ) be the representation of g with the highest weight h1. Define the weight
vector ej (j = 1, . . . , dimV ) corresponding to the weight hj,
Haej = (hj)
aej, (2.16)
where e1 is the highest weight vector. {ej} spans an basis in V . For the fundamental
representation V (1) of a classical simply-laced Lie algebra g, this linear system reduces to
the (pseudo-)ODE in [9].
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The simplest example of the linear problem is that of A
(1)
1 in V
(1). Let e1, e2 be the
orthonormal basis of R2. Then the linear problem for Ψ = ψ1e1 +ψ2e2 in V



















= 0 . (2.17)
Eliminating ψ2, one finds ψ1 satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation with angular momentum







+ x2M − E
]
ψ1 = 0. (2.18)
Under the rotation (x,E) → (ωkx,ΩkE) with Ω = e 2piiMM+1 and ω = e 2piih(M+1) , the linear
differential operator Lgˆ transforms as [11]
ωkLgˆ(ωkx,ΩkE, l; ζ) = ωkρ∨·HLgˆ(x,E, l; ζe2piik)ω−kρ∨·H . (2.19)
Suppose that Ψ(x,E) is the solution of the linear problem Lgˆ(x,E, l; ζ). Then we find
Ψ[k](x,E) := ω
−kρ∨·HΨ(ωkx,ΩkE) (2.20)
satisfies the linear problem for Lgˆ(x,E, l; ζ) evaluated by replacing Eα0 → e2piikEα0 :
Lgˆ(x,E, l; ζe2piik)Ψ[k](x,E) = 0. (2.21)
We call Ψ[k] in (2.20) the Symanzik (Shibuya) rotation of Ψ [28]. We define the represen-
tation V[k], where the subscript [k] means that the generator Eα0 acts on V as e
2piikEα0 .
If Ψ is a solution of the linear problem on V , then Ψ[k] becomes a solution on V[k].
We discuss the solution of the linear problem at infinity using the WKB approxi-
mation. Consider the gauge transformation: Ψ(x) → Ψ′(x) = U(x)Ψ(x), Lgˆ → L′gˆ =
























n∨0 ζEα0 . (2.23)
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At large x, the O(1/x) terms in L′gˆ can be ignored. Defining νi and νi (i = 1, . . . , dim V )
as the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of Λ+, the WKB solution Ψ













where Ci are constants. We denote Ψ(x,E) the subdominant solution along the positive
real axis. Ψ(x,E) decays fastest in the sector S0 := {x ∈ C | |arg x| < pih(M+1)} and has
the asymptotic behaviour for large x:




















where C is a constant. ν is the eigenvalue of generator Λ+ with the largest real value and
ν the associated eigenvector. The Symanzik rotation of the solution Ψ[k](x,E, l) (k ∈ Z)
becomes the subdominant solution in the sector Sk, which is defined by
Sk :
∣∣∣∣arg x+ 2pikh(M + 1)
∣∣∣∣ < pih(M + 1) . (2.27)
We next discuss the solution of the linear problem around x = 0. We find a basis of power
series solutions Xi(x,E, l) (i = 1, . . . , dimV ) around x = 0:
Xi(x,E, l) = x−hi·gei + · · · , x→ 0 . (2.28)
Xi(x,E, l) has a monodromy e−2piihi·g around the origin. Here Xi(x,E, l) transforms as
Xi[k](x,E, l) = ω−khi·(ρ∨+g)Xi(x,E, l). (2.29)




Qi(E, l) Xi(x,E, l), (2.30)
which is a generalization of the definition of the Q-function [2]. We will identify the
coefficients Qi(E, l) as the Q-functions of the integrable model characterized by the BAEs.
For this purpose, we focus on the coefficient Q1(E, l) which corresponds to the highest
weight state in V . We define
Q(E, l) := Q1(E, l). (2.31)
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The condition Q(E, l) = 0 for E will determine the Bethe roots of the integrable model.
This condition corresponds to the special boundary condition for the solution: near the
origin, the solution Ψ does not depend on the basis X1 and decays fastest along the
positive real axis.
Let us now consider the linear problem (2.12) for a simple Lie algebra g, on the
fundamental representations V (a) (a = 1, . . . , r) with the highest weight ωa. We denote
the subdominant solution as Ψ(a) and the basis around the origin as X (a)i . We also denote
Q(E, l) in (2.31) as Q(a)(E, l). These Q-functions are not independent, whose relations
are discussed in the following.
We begin with the A
(1)
r type linear problem. The a-th fundamental representation
V (a) is isomorphic to the a-anti-symmetric tensor product of V (1): V (a) ' ∧aV (1). The








, a = 1, . . . , r. (2.32)
Here the Symanzik rotation is necessary to ensure that the both hand sides satisfy the
same linear differential equation and have the same asymptotic behaviour. Substituting
the expansion (2.30) into (2.32) and identifying the highest weight vector X (a)1 with X (1)1 ∧














∨ · (ωa − h(a)i ) − h(a)i · g and j0···ja−1 is the totally anti-symmetric symbol
normalized as 01···a−1 = 1. This is nothing but the Wronskian formula which relates
Q-function Q(a) to Q(1)i [7].







, a = 2, . . . , r. (2.34)
From this relation, one can get a formula to calculate Q-function Q(a) from Q(r)i . We can
study similar Wronskian type formulas of Q(a) for other affine Lie algebras, which are
summarized in appendix C.
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The solutions Ψ(a) satisfy another type of relations which is called the ψ-system [11,15,
16]. For the linear problem associated with an affine Lie algebra gˆ∨, the ψ-system leads
to the gˆ-type Bethe ansatz equations of the quantum integrable model, where gˆ is an
untwisted affine Lie algebra. For the representations V (a) of a simply-laced Lie algebra g,
we have the inclusion map ι : V (a)∧V a → ⊗rb=1(V (b))2δab−Cab . Then, the ψ-system [15,17]














Substituting (2.30) into the ψ-system (2.35) and comparing the coefficient of the highest
























Evaluating the 1/2 and −1/2 Symanzik rotations of (2.36) at the zeros E(a)i (i = 0, 1, . . .)



















(la − ωa · ρ∨), (2.38)
is regarded as the twist parameter in the integrable models (see section 4).
2.3 Linear problem for non-simply-laced Lie algebras and fold-
ing
We can study the linear problem and the ψ-system for a non-simply-laced affine Lie
algebra defined by (2.12) [20, 29]. The ODE is also obtained by the folding procedure of
simply-laced Lie algebras, which is useful to understand the folding structure of the BAEs
and the NLIEs.
Let us discuss the Lie algebra Cr, which is obtained by the folding of A2r−1. The
fundamental representation V
(a)





find the linear problem for A
(1)
2r−1 is reduced to that of C
(1)
r by setting the monodromy



































a−1 , a = 2, . . . , r. (2.39)












A2r−1 reduce to the
same differential system. The subdominant solution and the basis of the solutions around
the origin defined for A
(2)
2r−1 also reduce to those of C
(1)
r by this folding procedure. Then
the Q-functions of A
(1)





























, a = 1, . . . , r. (2.40)
Here we denote Q-functions for gˆ as Qgˆ. Applying (2.40) to (2.37), the BAEs correspond-
ing to C
(1)





































Here Cab is the Cartan matrix of Cr and γa is defined by (2.38).













4 , respectively, which are explained in appendix C. Here we summarize the









































































































































Here Cab is the Cartan matrix of the corresponding Lie algebra.
3 Q-function and the dual linear problem
In the previous section, we derived the Bethe ansatz equations for the Q-functions. An
approach to solve them numerically is to convert them into the non-linear integral equa-
tion, which will be discussed in the next section. In this section we explore a method to
find the zeros of the Q-function directly from the viewpoint of the linear problem.
3.1 Dual linear problem and Q-functions
Let us consider the linear problem for an affine Lie algebra gˆ on a representation V . The
subdominant solution is expanded in the basis of the solutions around the origin as in
(2.30). The coefficient Qi(E) can be obtained as the ratio of the Wronskians:
Qi(E, l) = det[X1, . . . , Ψ︸︷︷︸
i-th column
, . . . ,Xn]/ det[X1, . . . ,Xn]. (3.1)
Substituting the WKB expansion (2.24) to Ψ and the power series solutions (2.28) to (3.1),
one obtains the formula forQi(E, l). Practically, we need to use finite series approximation
of Xi, which allows x-dependence on Qi(E, l). For Lie algebras with lower rank, it is found
that Q1(E, l) = 0 reproduces the Bethe roots for sufficiently large x, where x belongs to
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both the domains of convergence of Ψ and Xi. However, for Lie algebras with higher
rank, this formula is difficult to treat numerically due to the large size of the determinant.
In [9], where (3.1) is represented as the Wronskians of the solutions of the (pseudo-)ODE,
it is expanded by the sub-determinants along the column of Ψ. The leading term is
shown to be a single sub-determinant which is expressed in terms of Xi. Moreover the
sub-determinant is shown to obey the adjoint differential equation to the original ODE.
One can use Cheng’s algorithm to make a power series expansion of the sub-determinant.
This approach reproduces precise numerical values of the Bethe roots of Q(1), calculated
by the NLIEs.
In this paper, we study the matrix version of the adjoint differential equation and a
generalization of Cheng’s algorithm to the linear differential system. Consider the dual
space V ∗ of V . There is an inner product 〈·, ·〉 : V ∗ × V → C, where the action of g on
V ∗ is defined by
〈X∗ψ∗, χ〉 = 〈ψ∗, Xχ〉, χ ∈ V, ψ∗ ∈ V ∗, X ∈ g. (3.2)
Then −X∗ satisfy the Lie algebra g, which defines the dual representation of g [30]. When
V has an g-invariant quadratic form tψJχ (ψ, χ ∈ V ), where J is an invertible symmetric
matrix, then identifying V ∗ with V via this quadratic form, the dual representation is
given by −J−1tXJ . Here tX denotes the transpose of X. We denote ψ¯ for the vector in
V corresponding to ψ∗ ∈ V ∗ by this identification. Typically, J is the identity matrix,
but one can also choose J as the matrix which corresponds to change of the basis due to
an automorphism of the Lie algebra.
For the linear differential system (2.12) and the quadratic form given above, we define
the dual linear differential equations by






Ψ¯(x,E, l) = 0, A¯g = −J−1 tAgJ. (3.3)
We follow the same procedure in section 2 to introduce the subdominant solution Ψ¯ and
the basis X¯i. For a solution Ψ to the linear problem and a solution Ψ¯ to the dual linear
problem, the inner product 〈Ψ∗,Ψ〉 is independent of x. In particular, for a basis Xi of
solutions around the origin, we define dual basis X¯i satisfying
〈X ∗i ,Xj〉 = tX¯iJXj = δij. (3.4)
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Then X¯i behaves around the origin as:
X¯i(x,E, l) = xhi·gJ−1ei + · · · , x→ 0 . (3.5)
Using (3.4), Qi(E, l) in (2.30) is found to be
Qi(E, l) = 〈X ∗i ,Ψ〉. (3.6)
From this formula, we can see that the Q-function in the tensor product of two represen-
tations becomes the product of two Q-functions. Applying this rule to the anti-symmetric
product representation, we obtain the Wronskian formula for the Q-functions as in (2.33).




r in the fundamental representation V (1), the dual linear problem
is equivalent to the adjoint ODE for the bottom component of Ψ¯ [9].
Let us check equivalence of two definitions (3.1) and (3.16) explicitly by taking A
(1)
1
as an example. For the representation V (1) of A1 with the weight vectors e1,2 ∈ R2,
let Xi = χi,1e1 + χi,2e2 (i = 1, 2) be the basis solution of the linear problem (2.17) and




















= 0 . (3.7)
Near origin, the behaviours of the basis and dual basis are
X1 ∼ xl1e1 + · · · , X2 ∼ x−l1e2 + · · · ,
X¯1 ∼ x−l1e1 + · · · , X¯2 ∼ xl1e2 + · · · , x→ 0.
(3.8)
Since the function X ′1 := χ2,2e1 − χ2,1e2 has the same asymptotic behaviour of X¯1 and
satisfies the dual linear problem, one finds X ′1 = X¯1. Similarly, the function X ′2 :=
−χ1,2e1 + χ1,1e2 is equal to X¯2. Then, one finds the relations:
χ¯1,1 = χ2,2, χ¯1,2 = −χ2,1, χ¯2,1 = −χ1,2, χ¯1,2 = χ1,1. (3.9)
Noting that det[X1,X2] = 1, one can see the definition (3.6) is equivalent to the definition
of Qi in (3.1):
〈X ∗i ,Ψ〉 = χ¯i,1ψ1 + χ¯i,2ψ2
= (−1)i(χi,1ψ1 − χi,2ψ2) = (−1)i det[Xi,Ψ].
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3.2 Asymptotic behaviour of Q-function
We now discuss the asymptotic behaviour of Q-functionQ(E, l) for |E|  1 with arg(−E) <
pi. Setting the initial point of the integration to infinity in (2.25), the subdominant solu-
tion Ψ is given by











where C is a constant. Choosing x = 0, the logarithm of the inner product (3.6) becomes




p(x,E)1/h − xM)dx+ · · · . (3.11)





(xa + 1)1/b − xa/b)dx = Γ(1 + 1/a)Γ(1 + 1/b) sin pib







Then one finds that the asymptotic behaviour of Q(E, l) is given by
logQ(E, l) = ν(E)
M+1
hM κ(hM, h) + · · · , |E| → ∞, arg(−E) < pi. (3.13)
Under the assumption of the analyticity of Q(E, l) in the complex E-plane and the fact
that the exponent of E is less than 1 for M > 1/(h − 1), the Hadamard factorization
theorem says that Q(E, l) factorizes as [2]








where Q(0, l) is a constant and Ei is zeros of Q(E, l).
For the representation V (a), the large (−E) behaviour of the Q-function Q(a)(E) is
characterized by the eigenvalue ν(a) of Λ+. For the linear problems of simply-laced affine







(2δab − Cab)ν(b), (3.15)
The vector (ν(1), . . . , ν(r)) satisfying (3.15) is the Perron-Frobenius (PF) eigenvector of
the Cartan matrix [9, 21, 22, 31]. Table 1-a shows the eigenvalue ν(1) for simply-laced Lie
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algebras in the representation V (1). Table 1-b shows the ratio Ma := ν
(a)/ν(1). These data
will be also used in section 4.









































Table 1-a: The first component of the PF vector ν(1) for simply-laced Lie algebras
g Ma
Ar (h = r + 1) Ma =
sin(api/h)
sin(pi/h)
, (a = 1, . . . , r)
Dr (h = 2r − 2) Ma = sin(api/h)
sin(pi/h)
, (a = 1, . . . , r − 2), Mr−1 = Mr = 1
2 sin(pi/h)

























































Table 1-b: The PF vectors for simply-laced Lie algebras
3.3 Cheng’s algorithm for linear problems
We have seen that the Qi(E, l) can be determined by the solution of the dual linear
problem (3.3) around the origin and the subdominant solution. Here we discuss the
method to obtain the solution of the linear problem around the origin. According to [9],
we call this approach Cheng’s algorithm [10], which has been used to obtain power series
solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation by iteration.
Let us consider n-dimensional linear problem of the form:
LΨ(x) = 0, L = D[q] + P , (3.16)
where








i=1 qi = 0 and P is an off-diagonal matrix whose elements are a polynomial in
x. We want to find the power series solution of the linear problem (3.16) around x = 0.
We introduce the operator L[q] which acts on the vector v = t(xp1 , . . . , xpn), whose
components are power functions of x, as
L[q] v = t
(
xp1+1
p1 + 1− q1 , . . . ,
xpn+1
p1 + 1− qn
)
. (3.18)
L[q] is the inverse operator of D[q] on v:
L[q] D[q] v = D[q] L[q] v = v . (3.19)
Using L[q], we construct the following series of the functions of x iteratively:
Xm+1i (x) = X 0i (x)− L[q] (PXmi (x)) , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.20)
where
X 0i (x) := t(0, . . . , xqi︸︷︷︸
i-th component
, . . . , 0). (3.21)




satisfy the linear problem (3.16). This is proved as follows:
L Xi(x) = (D[q] + P)(X 0i (x)− L[q](PXi(x)))
= P(X 0i (x)−Xi(x) + L[q](PXi(x))) = 0, (3.23)
where we have used D[q]X 0i (x) = 0 and (3.19). We can also check the linear independence
of {X1(x), . . . ,Xn(x)}, which provides the basis of the solution of the linear problem (3.16)
around the origin. Applying this algorithm, we can construct the power series solutions
of the linear problem (2.12) and its dual linear problem (3.3) by iteration.
As an example, we demonstrate this procedure for A
(1)
1 . The matrix form of the linear
problem is given by (2.17). The first term of (2.17) in the bracket is D[q] with q = (l1,−l1)
and the second term corresponds to P . The formal series expansion of the basis X (1)1 ,X (1)2
with the initial condition X (1),01 = t(xl1 , 0) and X (1),02 = t(0, x−l1) are obtained. If we set
l1 = 0, p(x,E) = x
4 − E, we obtain
X (1)1 = t(χ1,1, χ1,2), X (1)2 = t(χ2,1, χ1,1), (3.24)
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where χ1,1, χ1,2, χ2,1 are given by









+ · · · ,






+ · · · ,









+ · · · .
(3.25)
The dual linear problem is given by (3.7), where the first term in the bracket is D[q]
with q = (−l1, l1) and the second term is P . Setting the initial conditions X¯ (1),01 =
t(x−l1 , 0) and X¯ (1),02 = t(0, xl1), one obtains the formal series solution
X¯ (1)1 = t(χ1,1,−χ2,1), X¯ (1)2 = t(−χ1,2, χ1,1). (3.26)
We can also check the normalization (3.4). As a non-trivial example, in appendix D, we
will demonstrate Cheng’s algorithm for the E
(1)
6 linear problem in V
(1).
3.4 Zeros of the Q-function
We now explain a procedure to find the zeros of Qi(E, l). For the linear problem (2.12)
based on gˆ and the representation V of g, one can construct Qi(E, l) by (3.6). Expanding
the dual solution and the subdominant solution in terms of orthonormal weight vectors
of V as X¯i =
∑n
i=1 χ¯i,jej and Ψ =
∑n
j=1 ψjej, then Qi(E, l) becomes
Qi(E, l) = 〈X ∗i ,Ψ〉 =
n∑
i=1
χ¯i,j ψj . (3.27)
As shown previously, this is independent of x. In order to evaluate the roots of the Q-
function numerically, one needs to use the truncated power series solutions. In this case,
it depends on x. We evaluate Qi(E, l) approximately at finite but sufficiently large x.
To look for the zeros of the Q-function represented by (3.27) at finite x, we need to
consider only the most dominant contribution in the sum. Among the components of Ψ
given by (2.25), the lowest weight component ψn corresponds to such a term. Then, for
large but finite x, Qi(E, l) can be approximated by
Qi(E, l) ∼ χ¯i,n(xfixed, E, l) ψn(xfixed) for xfixed  1. (3.28)
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From the solution of the dual linear problems obtained by using Cheng’s algorithm, we
can determine the zeros of Qi(E, l) numerically, which are actually given by the solutions
of χ¯i,n(xfixed, E, l) = 0. We are particularly interested in the roots of Q(E, l), which are
expected to give the solutions of the BAEs.
Let us explain the above procedure by taking an example of A
(1)
1 with the potential
p(x,E) = x4 − E and the monodromy l1 = 0. The dual linear basis {X¯ (1)1 , X¯ (1)2 } has
the component as in (3.26) and the Q-function is evaluated by the bottom component of
X¯ (1)1 . Since we can regard ψ(1)2 (xfixed) as a constant at the reference point xfixed, Qi can be
evaluated by using (3.28). Setting the iteration number of the Cheng’s algorithm to be
160, the series solutions X¯ (1)1 and X¯ (1)2 satisfy the dual linear problems up to O(x160). At
the reference point xfixed = 5, one obtains the spectra in table 3.2 by solving Q1 = 0 and
Q2 = 0. We also show the spectra calculated from thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA)
equations in [1] for comparison.





Table 3.2: Spectra from the ODE and the TBA [1] for A
(1)
1
One can see the spectra from (3.28) and the TBA coincides up to 13 digits. In section 5,
we calculate numerically the spectrum of the linear problems (2.12) for other higher-rank
affine Lie algebras, and compare the spectra with those obtained from the NLIEs.
4 Non-linear integral equations
In this section, we first derive a set of non-linear integral equations (NLIEs) from the
Bethe ansatz equations for simply-laced Lie algebras, following [4, 5, 7, 32, 33]. We then
discuss the folding of the NLIEs of simply-laced affine Lie algebras and obtain the NLIEs
associated with the folded Dynkin diagrams.
We start with the Bethe ansatz equations (2.37) for a simply-laced Lie algebra g with
rank r, which is obtained from the linear problem. In the context of quantum integrable
19
model [18, 21, 22, 34–37], the Q-function is the vacuum expectation value of Baxter’s Q-
operator, E
(a)
i zeros of the Q-function Q
(a)(E), called the Bethe roots and γa the twist





















, a = 1, . . . , r. (4.1)
The BAEs (2.37) are equivalent to a(a)(E
(a)
k ) = −1. We regard a(a)(E) as a function of
θ = µ logE, which is denoted as a(a)(θ).
When the Q-function is factorized as in (3.14), we use the residue theorem in the
θ-plane to translate the infinite product in a(a)(θ) to a contour integral encircling all the
zeros. On the assumption that all of the Bethe roots are real and positive, it is straight-
forward to transform the Bethe ansatz equations into the non-linear integral equations:






















where b0 is a constant. The contour C1(C2) run from −∞ to +∞, just below (above) the












where Cab(k) is the deformed Cartan matrix:
Cab(k) :=

2, a = b,
Cab
cosh(pik/h)
, a 6= b, (4.4)
and Cab the Cartan matrix of g. The constant αˆa arises from the phase factors Ω
−Cabγb in
the BAEs and is related to γa by
αˆa := (1− hµ)−1 γa, (4.5)
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where γa is defined in (2.38). The constant Ma is derived from the zero modes of the
kernel and becomes the Perron-Frobenius vector satisfying (3.15), which is given in table
1-b. Here Ma are normalized such that M1 = 1.
In the large E (or large θ) limit, setting la to be zero, the driving term −ib0Maeθ is






(ωa · ρ+ 2n+ 1)
)1/µ
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (4.6)
which is valid for large n. We can also recover this asymptotic formula from the WKB
solution [5]. The WKB solution (2.26) in V (a) defined for large x is analytically continued



























At x = 0, we impose the boundary condition such that Ψ = 0. Focusing on the first
component h
(a)











ρ∨ · ωa + 2n+ 1
)
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (4.8)
Here the integral can be evaluated by using the formula∫ 1
0
(1− xa)1/b dx = sin(pi/a+ pi/b)
sin(pi/b)
κ(a, b), (4.9)
where κ(a, b) is defined in (3.12). Identifying
b0 = 2 sin(piµ)κ(hM, h)ν
(1), (4.10)
the condition (4.8) exactly reproduces the asymptotic behaviour (4.6) of the Bethe roots
at large θ. The effective central charge can be calculated using the solution of the NLIEs
as [5, 22]




















Note that this is given by the UV limit of the massive NLIEs [21] and the factor 2 comes
from the the kink and anti-kink profiles of the counting function. Evaluating (4.11) by
using the θ → −∞ limit of a(a):












We have also confirmed the formula (4.13) numerically.





















r By the folding procedure of A2r−1, we obtain Cr-type Lie algebra. The Perron-
Frobenius vector satisfies Ma = M2r−a (a = 1, . . . , r − 1). If we put the conditions
αˆa = αˆ2r−a (a = 1, . . . , r − 1) in the NLIEs (4.2), we find that the equations for a(a) and
a(2r−a) are the same. Then by identifying a(a) and a(2r−a) in (4.2), we get the set of r
integral equations:























ˆ˜αa = αˆa, M˜a = Ma, a˜
(a) = a(a) a = 1, . . . , r. (4.15)
































where (KCr)ab := (β
∨




r The Perron-Frobenius eigenvector ofDr+1 satisfiesMr = Mr+1. Imposing αˆr = αˆr+1
in the NLIEs (4.2), we find that the equations for a(r) and a(r+1) are identical. Then we


























where (KBr)ab := (β
∨
a · β∨b ) and β∨a are the co-simple roots of Br type Lie algebra.
F
(1)
4 The Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of E6 satisfies M1 = M5 and M2 = M4. Imposing
αˆ1 = αˆ5 and αˆ2 = αˆ4 in the NLIE (4.2), we find that the equations for a
(1) and a(5), a(2)
and a(4) are identical. Then we get the reduced NLIEs (4.14), where
ˆ˜αa = αˆa, M˜a = Ma, a˜
(a) = a(a), a = 1, 2, 3,
ˆ˜α4 = αˆ6, M˜4 = M6, a˜
(4) = a(6).
(4.20)
























where (KF4)ab := (β
∨
a · β∨b ) and β∨a are the co-simple roots of F4 type Lie algebra.
G
(1)
2 The Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of D4 satisfies M1 = M3 = M4. Restricting
αˆ1 = αˆ3 = αˆ4 in the NLIEs (4.2), we find that the equations for a
(1), a(3) and a(4) are the
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where (KG2)ab := (β
∨
a · β∨b ) and β∨a are the co-simple roots of G2 type Lie algebra.
5 Zeros of the Q-functions
In this section, we compare the zeros of the Q-functions derived from the linear problem
with the Bethe roots obtained from the NLIEs numerically for a simply-laced affine Lie
algebra. We also compare the spectra from the linear problem for a non-simply-laced
affine Lie algebra with those of the NLIEs, which are obtained by folding procedure. To
solve the NLIEs, we use the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) with 220 discrete points




We begin with A
(1)
r type affine Lie algebras. In section 2, we have seen that our approach
of finding the zeros of the Q-function is in good agreement with those of the integrable
model for A
(1)
1 . As an example, we present the comparison of the zeros of the Q-functions
and the spectra from the NLIEs for A
(1)
5 in table 5.1. Q
(1), Q(2) and Q(3) are calculated
for the fundamental representation V (1) and its anti-symmetric products, while Q(4) and
Q(5) are from V (5) and ∧2V (5). For the computation of Q(4), we observe that the results
from the ∧2V (5) show better agreement compared with those of ∧4V (1). In general, higher
anti-symmetric products contain more errors than lower ones, which can be seen also in














0 14.24310 10.01615 9.480092 11.33599 17.93235
1 45.54930 24.40178 21.85322 26.44404 50.82952
2 87.09862 43.73395 37.66599 46.11654 93.58282













0 14.24299 10.01615 9.480138 11.33594 17.93245
1 45.54960 24.40197 21.85310 26.44387 50.82976
2 87.09861 43.73416 37.66613 46.11712 93.58444
3 136.7736 66.32891 56.23084 69.06014 144.2723
Table 5.1: Spectra of A
(1)
5 with p(x,E) = x
2 − E, l = (5/12, 1/3, 0,−1/3,−5/12). We
























Figure 5.1: The hM -dependence of the spectra E
(1)
n (n = 0, . . . , 3) for A
(1)
5 with l =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Solid lines show the spectra from the NLIEs, points the spectra from the
ODE, and dashed lines the asymptotic formula (4.8).
In figure 5.1, we show the hM -dependence of the first four spectra of the Bethe roots.
From table 5.1 and figure 5.1, we can see that the ODE result is in good agreement with
that of the NLIEs.
We can also compare the spectra for C
(1)
r with those of the NLIEs, which is obtained
by folding procedure of A
(1)
2r−1. We have confirmed its correspondence numerically for
r = 2 and 3. Based on observation of the numerical agreement between the ODE and the
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NLIEs, we plot the l-dependence of the ground state of the Bethe roots for A
(1)
3 in figure
5.2. We change the monodromy parameters along some fixed directions lˆ: l = tlˆ, where t
is a real parameter. For the direction lˆ with lˆ1 = lˆ3, the spectrum reduces to that of C
(1)
2 .





























Figure 5.2: The monodromy dependence of the spectra E
(a)
0 (a = 1, 2, 3) for A
(1)
3 . Solid
lines show the spectra with lˆ = (1, 0,−1). Dashed lines show the spectra with lˆ =




Next we show some numerical results for D
(1)
r . In contract to the analysis based on
the pseudo-ODE [9], we can calculate zeros of the Q-functions Q(a) (a = 1, . . . , r) for
all the fundamental representations including the vector, spinor and conjugate-spinor
representations. Here we compare two spectra for the linear problem for D
(1)
4 with l =













0 10.56678 8.077763 10.33052 11.77689
1 29.94890 16.91405 29.62878 31.57108
2 55.28678 28.92213 54.89724 57.25113











0 10.56674 8.077795 10.33047 11.77681
1 29.94883 16.91423 29.62906 31.57127
2 55.28642 28.92151 54.89679 57.25155
3 85.36186 42.73573 84.91172 87.62048
Table 5.2: Spectra of D
(1)
4 with p(x,E) = x
2 − E and l = (1/6, 0, 1/4,−1/4). We set the























Figure 5.3: The hM -dependence of the spectra E
(1)
n (n = 0, . . . , 3) for D
(1)
4 with l =
(0, 0, 0, 0). Solid lines show the spectra from the NLIEs, points the spectra from the
ODE, and dashed lines the asymptotic formula (4.8).





various l = tlˆ. Here lˆ with lˆ3 = lˆ4 corresponds to the spectra for B
(1)
















































Figure 5.4: The monodromy dependence of the spectra E
(a)
0 (a = 1, . . . , 4) for D
(1)
4 . Solid
lines show the spectra with lˆ = (1, 0, 2/3,−2/3). Dashed lines show the spectra with lˆ =
(−1, 0,−1/3,−1/3), which corresponds to those of B(1)3 with lˆ = (−1, 0,−1/3). Dotted
lines show the spectra with lˆ = (1, 0, 1, 1), which corresponds to those of G
(1)









We now compare the spectra for E
(1)
r (r = 6, 7, 8) that provide a new and non-trivial test
of the ODE/IM correspondence.
Table 5.3 shows the spectra for the E
(1)
6 linear problem with the potential p(x,E) =
x2 − E and the monodromy l = (5/12, 1/3, 0,−1/3,−5/12, 1/10). Q(1) and Q(2) are
calculated from the fundamental representation V (1) and ∧2V (1), while Q(4) and Q(5) are
from V (5) and ∧2V (5), and Q(3) and Q(6) are from V (6) and ∧2V (6). We can see that
data of E
(a)
i (a = 2, 3, 4) show less agreements with the results of the ODE compared
with those of E
(a)
i (a = 1, 5, 6). This is because these Q-functions are constructed from
















0 26.16492 19.04286 16.95324 19.98072 29.04567 21.54848
1 76.14709 37.06396 28.48668 38.50821 80.49209 52.00437
2 146.8766 64.52501 44.61201 66.15524 152.5322 93.90413















0 26.16452 19.04232 16.95299 19.98020 29.04519 21.54807
1 76.14715 37.06297 28.48688 38.50782 80.49126 52.00351
2 146.8773 64.52390 44.61186 66.15433 152.5313 93.90137
3 236.0021 95.98496 63.83727 97.97372 242.8597 145.7216
Table 5.3: Spectra of E
(1)
6 with P = x
2−E, l = (5/12, 1/3, 0,−1/3,−5/12, 1/10). We set
the iteration number to be 1000, the reference point to be xfixed = 58 for V
(1), V (5) and
xfixed = 46 for V
(6).
In figure 5.5, we show the hM -dependence of the spectra E
(1)
n . We observe that the






















Figure 5.5: The hM -dependence of the spectra E
(1)
n (n = 0, . . . , 3) for E
(1)
6 . Solid lines
show the spectra from the NLIEs, points the spectra from the ODE, and dashed lines the
asymptotic formula (4.8).
In figure 5.6, we plot the l-dependence of E
(a)
0 for various monodromy parameters















































Figure 5.6: The monodromy dependence of the spectra E
(a)
0 (a = 1, . . . , 6) for E
(1)
6 . Solid
lines show the spectra with lˆ = (3/2, 2,−1/2, 2, 3/2, 1/2). Dashed lines show the spectra
with lˆ = (−1,−1/3, 0,−1/3,−1,−1/2), which corresponds to those of F (1)4 with lˆ =
(−1,−1/3, 0,−1/2).
Table 5.4 shows the spectra for E
(1)
7 with the potential p(x,E) = x
2 − E and the
monodromy l = 0. Q(a) (a = 1, 2, 3) are calculated from the fundamental representation
V (1) and its antisymmetric products, while Q(a) (a = 4, 5, 6) are from V (6). We did not















0 46.88833 34.06543 28.51571 26.53575 29.83398 39.17977
1 133.0989 61.91322 46.84773 39.36328 50.29978 98.54030
2 257.3902 109.7830 71.10383 57.00889 82.59258 182.0167















0 46.88577 34.06368 28.51386 26.53481 29.83252 39.17691
1 133.0943 61.91087 46.84458 39.36135 50.29832 98.53555
2 257.3906 109.7788 71.10062 57.00469 82.58823 182.0144
3 416.8400 160.7689 102.4038 77.68159 117.6720 287.6197
Table 5.4: Spectra of E
(1)
7 with P = x
2 − E, l = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). We set the iteration
number to be 1000, reference point to be xfixed = 64 for V
(1) and xfixed = 55 for V
(6).
Finally, table 5.5 shows the spectra for E
(1)
8 with potential p(x,E) = x
2 − E and the
monodromy l = 0. We calculated Q(a) (a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) from the fundamental represen-
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tation V (1) and its anti-symmetric products. Q(a) (a = 6, 7, 8) could not be calculated













0 79.11456 61.55086 52.70845 48.00023 46.30476
1 206.8568 98.86243 78.43953 67.37008 60.39086
2 390.6975 174.0779 111.3530 90.99633 79.34707













0 79.09889 61.53558 52.71002 48.02433 46.35178
1 206.7926 98.84128 78.38027 67.33502 60.42081
2 390.4583 174.0345 111.3402 90.82841 79.20079
3 627.4773 242.7122 159.5877 119.2778 100.4175
Table 5.5: Spectra of E
(1)
8 with P = x
2 − E, l = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). We set the iteration
number 800 and reference point xfixed = 67.
We can also check the coincidence of the results from the ODE and the NLIEs for
various parameter sets. To summarize, we have confirmed that the linear problem (2.12)
for an affine Lie algebra provides the solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations of the
corresponding affine Lie algebra.
6 Conclusions and discussions
In this paper we have studied the ODE/IM correspondence for untwisted affine Lie alge-
bras. The ODE is defined by the massless limit of the linear system associated with the
modified affine Toda field equation. It is the first-order linear differential system which
has two singularities at infinity and the origin. The Q-function is defined by the inner
product of the solutions to the dual linear problem around the origin and the subdominant
solution at infinity. The periodicity of the Q-function can be characterized by the solution
around the origin, while the asymptotic behaviour at a large spectral parameter is deter-
mined by the subdominant function. It is interesting to study the present construction of
the Q-function in operator formalism and its relation to the CFT approach [32].
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We also use Cheng’s algorithm to obtain the power series solution around the origin.
Together with the behaviour of the subdominant solutions, we have calculated the spec-
trum of the ODE by finding the zeros of the Q-functions numerically. These are found
to agree with the Bethe roots obtained by the NLIEs. In particular, we have calculated
the Bethe roots for spinor representations of D
(1)
r . Moreover, the Bethe roots for E-type
Lie algebras are calculated. For non-simply-laced Lie algebras, where the corresponding
ODEs are obtained by folding simply-laced Lie algebras, the NLIEs are also derived from
the folding procedure. The effective central charges of the integrable models have been
evaluated.
It is interesting to generalize p(x,E), which is a monomial in x in the present paper,
to general polynomial [39, 40]. In particular, for p(x,E) = (xhM/K − E)K , which is
expected to correspond to the GKO (Goddard-Kent-Olive) coset model with level K, the
BAEs are found in [9] for classical Lie algebras. Moreover, for twisted affine Lie algebras,
the corresponding BAEs are constructed [9, 11, 15, 16]. However, these cases include the
complex Bethe roots, which require further numerical analysis. It is also interesting to find
the inner product representation of the Q-function for massive ODE/IM correspondence
[12–14, 26, 27], where we need to consider holomorphic and anti-holomorphic equations
simultaneously.
It is interesting to find other types of functional relations and integral equations,
such as T-/Y-system and TBA equations. In particular, the free energy of the TBA
system is related to the minimal surface area and the gluon scattering amplitudes/light-
like polygonal Wilson loops via the AdS/CFT correspondence [41–44]. The monodromy
parameters introduce non-trivial mixing between T- and Y-functions [45, 46]. The free
energy is expected to the form factors of four-dimensional N = 4 gauge theories. For
B
(1)
2 , the corresponding Y-system is found to be A3/Z2-type [20], which gives the same
result as the ODE/IM correspondence.
These are applications to strong coupling physics of four-dimensionalN = 2 supersym-
metric gauge theories through the TBA system [47,48] and the quantum SW curve [49,50].
The non-linear integral equations would provide a new understanding of the exact WKB
method of the higher-order ODE [51] and its resurgence structure [39,40].
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A Dynkin diagrams, Cartan matrices and Represen-
tations
In this appendix, we summarize basic data of simple Lie algebras and their representations
which are used in this paper.




















α1 α2 α3 α4 α5
α6
E7 :
α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
α7
E8 :
α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7
α8
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Coxeter numbers and the highest roots The Coxeter numbers and the highest
roots are summarized in table A.1.
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g h θ∨
Ar r + 1 α
∨





2 + · · ·+ 2α∨r−1 + α∨r
Cr 2r α
∨
1 + · · ·+ α∨r




























































Table A.1: Coxeter number h and the co-highest root θ∨ for simple Lie algebras.
A.1 Folding of simply-laced Lie algebras




































6 → F (1)4














Here we summarize the matrices for the fundamental representation (ρ(a), V (a)) of a simple
Lie algebra g, which is used in this paper. In the following, we show the generators
Eαa for the positive simple roots αa and the extended root α0. For negative simple





The matrix S is an identity matrix except adjoint representation. The Cartan generators
are defined by α∨a ·H = [Eαa , E−αa ]. ea,b denotes the matrix whose (i, j) element is δiaδbj.
A.2.1 Ar
(ρ(1), V (1)) has dimension (r + 1). The generators are given by
ρ(1)(Eα0) = er+1,1, ρ
(1)(Eαa) = ea,a+1, a = 1, . . . , r. (A.2)
(ρ(r), V (r)) is dual to (ρ(1), V (1)) and has dimension (r + 1). The generators are given by
ρ(r)(Eα0) = er+1,1, ρ
(r)(Eαa) = er+1−a,r+2−a, a = 1, . . . , r. (A.3)
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A.2.2 Br
The fundamental representation (ρ(1), V (1)) has dimension 2r + 1. The generators are
given by




ρ(1)(Eαa) = ea,a+1 + e2r+1−a,2r+2−a, a = 1, . . . , r − 1.
(A.4)
The fundamental representations V (r) had dimension 2r. Here we show the representation
V (r) for Br for r = 2 and 3:
For r = 2
ρ(2)(Eα1) = e2,3, ρ
(2)(Eα2) = e1,2 + e3,4, ρ
(2)(Eα0) = e4,1. (A.5)
For r = 3
ρ(3)(Eα1) = e3,4 + e5,6, ρ
(3)(Eα2) = e2,3 + e6,7,
ρ(3)(Eα3) = e1,2 + e3,5 + e4,6 + e7,8, ρ
(3)(Eα0) = e7,1 + e8,2.
(A.6)
A.2.3 Cr
The representation (ρ(1), V (1)) has dimension 2r. The generators are given by
ρ(1)(Eα0) = e2r,1, ρ
(1)(Eαr) = er,r+1,
ρ(1)(Eαa) = ea,a+1 + e2r−a,2r+1−a, a = 1, . . . , r − 1.
(A.7)
A.2.4 Dr
The representation (ρ(1), V (1)) has dimension 2r. The generators are
ρ(1)(Eα0) = e2r−1,1 + e2r,2, ρ
(1)(Eαr) = er−1,r+1 + er,r+2,
ρ(1)(Eαa) = ea,a+1 + e2r−a,2r+1−a, a = 1, . . . , r − 1.
(A.8)
The fundamental representations (ρ(r−1), V (r−1)) and (ρ(r), V (r)) have dimension 2r−1.
Here we show the representation V (r−1) of Dr for r = 3 and 4.
For r = 3
ρ(2)(Eα1) = e2,3, ρ
(2)(Eα2) = e1,2, ρ
(2)(Eα3) = e3,4, ρ
(2)(Eα0) = e4,1. (A.9)
For r = 4
ρ(3)(Eα1) = e3,4 + e5,6, ρ
(3)(Eα2) = e2,3 + e6,7,
ρ(3)(Eα3) = e1,2 + e7,8, ρ
(3)(Eα4) = e3,5 + e4,6, ρ
(3)(Eα0) = e7,1 + e8,2.
(A.10)
Swapping the generators Eαr−1 ↔ Eαr , we obtain the representation (ρ(r), V (r)).
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A.2.5 E6
The fundamental representation (ρ(1), V (1)) has dimension 27. The generators are given
by
ρ(1)(Eα1) = e1,2 + e12,15 + e14,17 + e16,19 + e18,21 + e20,22,
ρ(1)(Eα2) = e2,3 + e10,12 + e11,14 + e13,16 + e21,23 + e22,24,
ρ(1)(Eα3) = e3,4 + e8,10 + e9,11 + e16,18 + e19,21 + e24,25,
ρ(1)(Eα4) = e4,5 + e6,8 + e11,13 + e14,16 + e17,19 + e25,26,
ρ(1)(Eα5) = e5,7 + e8,9 + e10,11 + e12,14 + e15,17 + e26,27,
ρ(1)(Eα6) = e4,6 + e5,8 + e7,9 + e18,20 + e21,22 + e23,24,
ρ(1)(Eα0) = e20,1 + e22,2 + e24,3 + e25,4 + e26,5 + e27,7.
(A.11)
The representation (ρ(5), V (5)) is obtained from V (1) by swapping the generators Eα1 ↔
Eα5 and Eα2 ↔ Eα4 . The representation (ρ(6), V (6)) is the adjoint representation with
dimension 78, which is given by
ρ(6)(Eα1) =e4,7 + e6,9 + e10,12 + e11,13 + e14,17 + e15,19 + e18,22 + e20,24
+ e25,29 + e30,35 − e36,37 + 2e37,43 − e38,43 − e44,49 − e50,54 − e55,59
− e57,61 − e60,64 − e62,65 − e66,68 − e67,69 − e70,73 − e72,75,
ρ(6)(Eα2) =e3,4 + e5,6 + e8,11 + e12,16 + e17,21 + e19,23 + e22,26 + e24,28
+ e29,34 − e30,36 − e35,38 − e37,44 + 2e38,44 − e39,44 + e43,49 − e45,50
− e51,55 − e53,57 − e56,60 − e58,62 − e63,67 − e68,71 − e73,74 − e75,76,
ρ(6)(Eα3) =e2,3 + e6,10 + e9,12 + e11,14 + e13,17 + e23,27 − e25,30 + e26,31 + e28,33
− e29,35 − e34,39 − e38,45 + 2e39,45 − e40,45 − e42,45 + e44,50 − e46,51
− e48,53 + e49,54 − e52,56 − e62,66 − e65,68 − e67,70 − e69,73 − e76,77,
ρ(6)(Eα4) =e3,5 + e4,6 + e7,9 + e14,18 + e17,22 − e20,25 + e21,26 − e24,29
+ e27,32 − e28,34 − e33,40 − e39,46 + 2e40,46 − e41,46 + e45,51 − e47,52 (A.12)
+ e50,55 − e53,58 + e54,59 − e57,62 − e61,65 − e70,72 − e73,75 − e74,76,
ρ(6)(Eα5) =e5,8 + e6,11 + e9,13 + e10,14 + e12,17 − e15,20 + e16,21 − e19,24
− e23,28 − e27,33 − e32,41 − e40,47 + 2e41,47 + e46,52 + e51,56 + e55,60
38
− e58,63 + e59,64 − e62,67 − e65,69 − e66,70 − e68,73 − e71,74,
ρ(6)(Eα6) =e1,2 − e10,15 − e12,19 + e14,20 − e16,23 + e17,24 − e18,25 + e21,28
− e22,29 − e26,34 − e31,42 − e39,48 + 2e42,48 + e45,53 + e50,57 − e51,58
+ e54,61 − e55,62 + e56,63 − e59,65 + e60,67 + e64,69 − e77,78,
ρ(6)(Eα0) = + e42,1 + e48,2 − e59,3 + e60,4 + e62,5 − e63,6 − e61,7 + e64,8 + e65,9
− e66,10 + e67,11 − e68,12 + e69,13 − e70,14 − e71,15 + e73,16 + e65,9 − e66,10
+ e67,11 − e68,12 + e69,13 − e70,14 − e71,15 + e73,16 − e74,17 + e72,18 − e75,19
+ e76,20 − e77,31 − e78,37 − 2e78,38 − 3e78,39 − 2e78,40 − e78,41 − 2e78,42.
S in (A.1) is defined by
S = 136 ⊕ CE6 ⊕ 136, (A.13)
where CE6 is the Cartan matrix of E6.
A.2.6 E7
The fundamental representation (ρ(1), V (1)) has dimension 56. The generators are
ρ(1)(Eα1) =e1,2 + e16,19 + e18,22 + e21,25 + e23,28 + e26,31
+ e27,30 + e29,33 + e32,36 + e35,39 + e38,42 + e55,56,
ρ(1)(Eα2) =e2,3 + e13,16 + e15,18 + e17,21 + e20,23 + e24,27
+ e31,34 + e33,37 + e36,40 + e39,43 + e42,45 + e54,55,
ρ(1)(Eα3) =e3,4 + e11,13 + e12,15 + e14,17 + e23,26 + e27,29
+ e28,31 + e30,33 + e40,41 + e43,44 + e45,47 + e53,54,
ρ(1)(Eα4) =e4,5 + e9,11 + e10,12 + e17,20 + e21,23 + e25,28
+ e29,32 + e33,36 + e37,40 + e44,46 + e47,49 + e52,53, (A.14)
ρ(1)(Eα5) =e5,6 + e7,9 + e12,14 + e15,17 + e18,21 + e22,25
+ e32,35 + e36,39 + e40,43 + e41,44 + e49,51 + e50,52,
ρ(1)(Eα6) =e6,8 + e9,10 + e11,12 + e13,15 + e16,18 + e19,22
+ e35,38 + e39,42 + e43,45 + e44,47 + e46,49 + e48,50,
ρ(1)(Eα7) =e5,7 + e6,9 + e8,10 + e20,24 + e23,27 + e28,30
39
+ e26,29 + e31,33 + e34,37 + e46,48 + e49,50 + e51,52,
ρ(1)(Eα0) =e38,1 + e42,2 + e45,3 + e47,4 + e49,5 + e51,6
+ e50,7 + e52,9 + e53,11 + e54,13 + e55,16 + e56,19.
For adjoint representation (ρ(6), V (6)), which has dimension 133, the generators are given
by
ρ(6)(Eα1) =e7,9 + e10,12 + e14,16 + e17,20 + e18,21 + e19,24 + e22,26 + e23,28
+ e27,31e30,34 + e33,36 − e42,44 − e43,46 − e45,49 − e48,53 − e52,59
− e58,69 − e68,76 + 2e69,76 + e75,82 + e81,86 + e85,89 + e88,91
+ e90,92 − e98,101 − e100,104 − e103,107 − e106,111 − e108,112
− e110,115 − e113,116 − e114,117 − e118,120 − e122,124 − e125,127,
ρ(6)(Eα2) =e5,7 + e8,10 + e11,14 + e13,17 + e15,19 + e21,25 + e26,29 + e28,32
+ e31,35 + e34,37 + e36,39 − e44,47 − e46,50 − e49,54 + e52,58 − e53,60
− e59,68 − e67,75 + 2e68,75 − e69,75 + e74,81 − e76,82 + e80,85 + e84,88
+ e87,90 − e95,98 − e97,100 − e99,103 − e102,106 − e105,108 − e109,113
− e115,119 − e117,121 − e120,123 − e124,126 − e127,129,
ρ(6)(Eα3) =e4,5 + e6,8 + e14,18 + e16,21 + e17,22 + e19,23 + e20,26 + e24,28
+ e35,38 + e37,40 + e39,41 − e47,51 + e48,52 − e50,55 + e53,59 − e54,61
− e60,67 − e66,74 + 2e67,74 − e68,74 + e73,80 − e75,81 + e79,84 − e82,86
+ e83,87 − e93,95 − e94,97 − e96,99 − e106,110 − e108,114 − e111,115
− e112,117 − e113,118 − e116,120 − e126,128 − e129,130,
ρ(6)(Eα4) =e3,4 + e8,11 + e10,14 + e12,16 + e22,27 + e23,30 + e26,31 + e28,34 + e29,35
+ e32,37 + e41,57 + e45,48 + e49,53 − e51,56 + e54,60 − e55,62 − e61,66
− e65,73 + 2e66,73 − e67,73 − e70,73 + e72,79 − e74,80 − e77,93 + e78,83
− e81,85 − e86,89 − e97,102 − e99,105 − e100,106 − e103,108 − e104,111
− e107,112 − e118,122 − e120,124 − e123,126 − e130,131, (A.15)
ρ(6)(Eα5) =e2,3 + e11,13 + e14,17 + e16,20 + e18,22 + e21,26 + e25,29 + e30,33
+ e34,36 + e37,39 + e40,41 + e43,45 + e46,49 + e50,54 + e55,61 − e56,63
40
− e62,65 − e64,72 + 2e65,72 − e66,72 + e71,78 − e73,79 − e80,84 − e85,88
− e89,91 − e93,94 − e95,97 − e98,100 − e101,104 − e105,109 − e108,113
− e112,116 − e114,118 − e117,120 − e121,123 − e131,132,
ρ(6)(Eα6) =e1,2 + e13,15 + e17,19 + e20,24 + e22,23 + e26,28 + e27,30 + e29,32
+ e31,34 + e35,37 + e38,40 + e42,43 + e44,46 + e47,50 + e51,55 + e56,62
− e63,64 + 2e64,71 − e65,71 − e72,78 − e79,83 − e84,87 − e88,90
− e91,92 − e94,96 − e97,99 − e100,103 − e102,105 − e104,107 − e106,108
− e110,114 − e111,112 − e115,117 − e119,121 − e132,133,
ρ(1)(Eα7) =e4,6 + e5,8 + e7,10 + e9,12 + e27,42 + e30,43 − e31,44 + e33,45 − e34,46
+ e35,47 − e36,49 + e37,50 − e38,51 + e39,54 − e40,55 − e41,61 − e57,70
− e66,77 + 2e70,77 + e73,93 + e79,94 − e80,95 + e83,96 − e84,97 + e85,98
− e87,99 + e88,100 − e89,101 + e90,103 − e91,104 − e92,107 − e122,125
− e124,127 − e126,129 − e128,130,
ρ(6)(Eα0) =− e64,1 − e71,2 − e78,3 − e83,4 − e87,5 − e90,7 − e92,9 − e96,6
+ e99,8 − e103,10 − e105,11 + e107,12 + e108,14 + e109,13 − e112,16
− e113,17 − e114,18 + e116,20 + e117,21 + e118,22 − e120,26 − e121,25
− e122,27 + e123,29 + e124,31 + e125,42 − e126,35 + e127,44 + e128,38
+ e129,47 + e130,51 + e131,56 + e132,63 + 2e133,64 + 3e133,65
+ 4e133,66 + 3e133,67 + 2e133,68 + e133,69 + 2e133,70.
S in (A.1) is given by
S = 163 ⊕ JCE7J−1 ⊕ 163. (A.16)







The fundamental representation (ρ(1), V (1)) is the adjoint representation with dimension
248, which is given by
ρ(1)(Eα1) =e1,2 + e18,21 + e22,25 + e26,29 + e30,33 + e34,37 + e35,38 + e39,42 + e40,43
+ e44,48 + e45,49 + e50,54 + e51,55 + e56,60 + e57,61 + e58,62 + e63,67
+ e64,68 + e69,74 + e70,75 + e76,81 + e77,82 + e83,89 + e84,90 + e91,97
+ e98,104 + e105,111 + e112,119 − e120,121 + 2e121,129 − e122,129 − e130,137
− e138,144 − e145,151 − e152,158 − e159,165 − e160,166 − e167,172 − e168,173
− e174,179 − e175,180 − e181,185 − e182,186 − e187,191 − e188,192 − e189,193
− e194,198 − e195,199 − e200,204 − e201,205 − e206,209 − e207,210 − e211,214
− e212,215 − e216,219 − e220,223 − e224,227 − e228,231 − e247,248,
ρ(1)(Eα2) =e2,3 + e15,18 + e19,22 + e23,26 + e27,30 + e31,34 + e32,35 + e36,40 + e41,45
+ e42,47 + e46,51 + e48,53 + e52,58 + e54,59 + e60,65 + e61,66 + e67,72
+ e68,73 + e74,79 + e75,80 + e81,87 + e82,88 + e89,95 + e90,96 + e97,103
+ e104,110 + e111,118 − e112,120 − e119,122 − e121,130 + 2e122,130 − e123,130
+ e129,137 − e131,138 − e139,145 − e146,152 − e153,159 − e154,160 − e161,167
− e162,168 − e169,174 − e170,175 − e176,181 − e177,182 − e183,188 − e184,189
− e190,195 − e191,197 − e196,201 − e198,203 − e202,207 − e204,208 − e209,213
− e214,217 − e215,218 − e219,222 − e223,226 − e227,230 − e231,234 − e246,247,
ρ(1)(Eα3) =e3,4 + e13,15 + e16,19 + e20,23 + e24,27 + e28,32 + e34,39 + e37,42 + e40,44
+ e43,48 + e45,50 + e49,54 + e51,57 + e55,61 + e58,64 + e62,68 + e65,71
+ e72,78 + e79,85 + e80,86 + e87,93 + e88,94 + e95,101 + e96,102 + e103,109
− e105,112 + e110,117 − e111,119 − e118,123 − e122,131 + e103,109 − e105,112
+ e110,117 − e111,119 − e118,123 − e122,131 + 2e123,131 − e124,131 + e130,138
− e132,139 + e137,144 − e140,146 − e147,153 − e148,154 − e155,161 − e156,162
− e163,169 − e164,170 − e171,177 − e178,184 − e181,187 − e185,191 − e188,194
− e192,198 − e195,200 − e199,204 − e201,206 − e205,209 − e207,212 − e210,215
42
− e217,221 − e222,225 − e226,229 − e230,233 − e234,236 − e245,246,
ρ(1)(Eα4) =e4,5 + e11,13 + e14,16 + e17,20 + e27,31 + e30,34 + e32,36 + e33,37 + e35,40
+ e38,43 + e50,56 + e54,60 + e57,63 + e59,65 + e61,67 + e64,70 + e66,72 + e68,75
+ e73,80 + e85,92 + e93,99 + e94,100 − e98,105 + e101,107 + e102,108 − e104,111
+ e109,116 − e110,118 − e117,124 − e123,132 + 2e124,132 − e125,132 + e131,139
− e133,140 + e138,145 − e141,147 − e142,148 + e144,151 − e149,155 − e150,156
− e157,164 − e169,176 − e174,181 − e177,183 − e179,185 − e182,188 − e184,190
− e186,192 − e189,195 − e193,199 − e206,211 − e209,214 − e212,216 − e213,217
− e215,219 − e218,222 − e229,232 − e233,235 − e236,238 − e244,245,
ρ(1)(Eα5) =e5,6 + e10,11 + e12,14 + e20,24 + e23,27 + e26,30 + e29,33 + e36,41 + e40,45
+ e43,49 + e44,50 + e48,54 + e53,59 + e63,69 + e67,74 + e70,76 + e72,79 + e75,81
+ e78,85 + e80,87 + e86,93 − e91,98 − e97,104 + e100,106 − e103,110 + e107,113
+ e108,115 − e109,117 − e116,125 − e124,133 + 2e125,133 − e126,133 − e128,133
+ e132,140 − e134,141 − e136,142 + e139,146 − e143,149 + e145,152 + e151,158 (A.18)
− e156,163 − e162,169 − e164,171 − e168,174 − e170,177 − e173,179 − e175,182
− e180,186 − e190,196 − e195,201 − e199,205 − e200,206 − e204,209 − e208,213
− e216,220 − e219,223 − e222,226 − e225,229 − e235,237 − e238,239 − e243,244,
ρ(1)(Eα6) =e6,7 + e8,10 + e14,17 + e16,20 + e19,23 + e22,26 + e25,29 + e41,46 + e45,51
+ e49,55 + e50,57 + e54,61 + e56,63 + e59,66 + e60,67 + e65,72 + e71,78 + e76,83
+ e81,89 − e84,91 + e87,95 − e90,97 + e93,101 − e96,103 + e99,107 − e102,109
+ e106,114 − e108,116 − e115,126 − e125,134 + 2e126,134 − e127,134 + e133,141
− e135,143 + e140,147 − e142,150 + e146,153 − e148,156 + e152,159 − e154,162
+ e158,165 − e160,168 − e166,173 − e171,178 − e177,184 − e182,189 − e183,190
− e186,193 − e188,195 − e192,199 − e194,200 − e198,204 − e203,208 − e220,224
− e223,227 − e226,230 − e229,233 − e232,235 − e239,241 − e242,243,
ρ(1)(Eα7) =e7,9 + e10,12 + e11,14 + e13,16 + e15,19 + e18,22 + e21,25 + e46,52 + e51,58
+ e55,62 + e57,64 + e61,68 + e63,70 + e66,73 + e67,75 + e69,76 + e72,80
43
+ e74,81 − e77,84 + e78,86 + e79,87 − e82,90 + e85,93 − e88,96 + e92,99
− e94,102 − e100,108 − e106,115 − e114,127 − e126,135 + 2e127,135 + e134,143
+ e141,149 + e147,155 − e150,157 + e153,161 − e156,164 + e159,167 − e162,170
− e163,171 + e165,172 − e168,175 − e169,177 − e173,180 − e174,182 − e176,183
− e179,186 − e181,188 − e185,192 − e187,194 − e191,198 − e197,203 − e224,228
− e227,231 − e230,234 − e233,236 − e235,238 − e237,239 − e240,242,
ρ(1)(Eα8) =e6,8 + e7,10 + e9,12 + e24,28 + e27,32 + e30,35 + e31,36 + e33,38 + e34,40
+ e37,43 + e39,44 + e42,48 + e47,53 − e69,77 − e74,82 + e76,84 − e79,88
+ e81,90 − e83,91 − e85,94 + e87,96 − e89,97 − e92,100 + e93,102 − e95,103
+ e99,108 − e101,109 − e107,116 − e113,128 − e125,136 + 2e128,136 + e133,142
+ e140,148 − e141,150 + e146,154 − e147,156 + e149,157 + e152,160 − e153,162
+ e155,164 + e158,166 − e159,168 + e161,170 − e165,173 + e167,175 + e172,180
− e196,202 − e201,207 − e205,210 − e206,212 − e209,215 − e211,216 − e213,218
− e214,219 − e217,222 − e221,225 − e237,240 − e239,242 − e241,243,
ρ(1)(Eα0) =− e121,1 − e129,2 − e137,3 − e144,4 − e151,5 − e158,6 − e165,7 − e166,8
− e172,9 + e173,10 − e179,11 − e180,12 + e185,13 + e186,14 − e191,15
− e192,16 − e193,17 + e197,18 + e198,19 + e199,20 − e203,22 − e204,23
− e205,24 + e208,26 + e209,27 + e210,28 − e213,30 − e214,31 − e215,32
+ e217,34 + e218,35 + e219,36 − e221,39 − e222,40 − e223,41 + e225,44
+ e226,45 + e227,46 − e229,50 − e230,51 − e231,52 + e232,56 + e233,57
+ e234,58 − e235,63 − e236,64 + e237,69 + e238,70 − e239,76 + e240,77
+ e241,83 + e242,84 + e243,91 + e244,98 + e245,105 + e246,112
+ e247,120 + 2e248,121 + 3e248,122 + 4e248,123 + 5e248,124
+ 6e248,125 + 4e248,126 + 2e248,127 + 3e248,128.
S in (A.1) is given by
S = 1120 ⊕ CE8 ⊕ 1120, (A.19)





The fundamental representation (ρ(1), V (1)), which has dimension 26, is
ρ(1)(Eα1) =e1,2 + e5,7 + e8,9 + e10,11 + 2
−1/2e12,13
+ (3/2)1/2e12,14 + 2
−1/2e13,16 − (3/2)1/2e14,16
+ e15,18 + e17,20 + e19,21 + e25,26,
ρ(1)(Eα2) =e2,3 + e4,5 + e6,8 + e10,12 + 2
1/2e11,13
+ 21/2e13,15 + e16,18 + e20,22 + e21,23 + e24,25,
ρ(1)(Eα3) =e3,4 + e8,10 + e9,11 + e15,17 + e18,20 + e23,24,
ρ(1)(Eα4) =e4,6 + e5,8 + e7,9 + e17,19 + e20,21 + e22,23,
ρ(1)(Eα0) =e19,1 + e21,2 + e23,3 + e24,4 + e25,5 + e26,7.
(A.20)
The representation (ρ(4), V (4)), which is the adjoint representation with dimension 56, is
given by
ρ(4)(Eα1) =− e4,5 − e6,7 − 2e7,9 − e8,10 − 2e10,12 − e11,14 − e13,17 − 2e14,15
− e16,19 − e18,22 − 2e21,28 − 2−1e27,32 + e28,32 + e31,35 + e34,37 + e36,40
+ e38,39 + 2e39,42 + e41,43 + 2e43,45 + e44,46 + 2e46,47 + e48,49,
ρ(4)(Eα2) =− e3,4 − 2e4,6 − e5,7 − e10,13 − e12,17 − e14,16 − e15,19 − 2e17,20
+ e18,21 − 2e19,23 − 2e22,27 − e26,31 + e27,31 − 2−1e28,31 + e30,34 − e32,35
+ e33,36 + 2e34,38 + 2e36,41 + e37,39 + e40,43 + e46,48 + e47,49 + 2e49,50,
ρ(4)(Eα3) =− e2,3 − e6,8 − e7,10 − e9,12 + e16,18 + e19,22 − e20,24 − e23,26
− e25,30 + 2e26,30 − e27,30 + e29,33 − e31,34 − e35,37 + e41,44
+ e43,46 + e45,47 + e50,51,
ρ(4)(Eα4) =− e1,2 + e8,11 + e10,14 + e12,15 + e13,16 + e17,19 + e20,23 − e24,25 + 2e25,29
− e26,29 − e30,33 − e34,36 − e37,40 − e38,41 − e39,43 − e42,45 + e51,52,
ρ(4)(Eα0) =2e25,1 + 3e26,1 + 4e27,1 + 2e28,1 − e29,2 + e33,3 − e36,4 + e40,5 + e41,6
− e43,7 − e44,8 + e45,9 + e46,10 − e47,12 − e48,13 + e49,17 − e50,20
+ e51,24 − e52,25.
(A.21)
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S in (A.1) is given by
S = P24 ⊕ JKF4J−1 ⊕ P ′24. (A.22)
Here (KF4)ab = α
∨
a · α∨b is the symmetrized Cartan matrix. P24 and P ′24 are 24 di-
mensional diagonal matrices, which have the components P24 = diag(p1, . . . , p24) and
P ′24 = diag(p24, . . . , p1) with
pi =
{
2, i ∈ {4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22},
1, otherwise.
(A.23)






The fundamental representation (ρ(1), V (1)), which has dimension 7, is given by
ρ(1)(Eα0) = e6,1 + e7,2, ρ
(1)(Eα2) = e2,3 + e5,6,




B Lgˆ and Ldualgˆ for affine Lie algebras
In this appendix, we summarize the differential operators for the (dual) linear problems
associated with affine Lie algebras, which are used in this work. We also explain the
folding structure of the linear operators for non-simply-laced Lie algebras.
B.1 simply-laced affine Lie algebras
























ρ(a)(Eαa) + p(x,E) ζρ
(a)(Eα0). (B.1)
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for V (r) is obtained by swapping the generators Eαa ↔ Eαr+1−a (a = 1, . . . , r) and


























2Eαa + Eαr−1 + Eαr + p(x,E) ζEα0 , (B.3)
where ζ = 1 for V (1) and ζ = (−1)r for V (a) (a = r − 1, r) for the representations (A.9)










































































2Eα4 + Eα5 +
√
2Eα6 + p(x,E) ζEα0 ,
(B.6)
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in V (5) is obtained by swapping the generators Eα1 ↔ Eα5 , Eα2 ↔ Eα4 , α∨1 · H ↔















−1ρ(6)(−α∨a ·H)S − S−1ρ(6)(E−α1)S
−
√





2S−1ρ(6)(E−α6)S + p(x,E) S
−1ρ(6)(E−α0)S,
(B.8)



































2Eα7 + p(x,E) ζEα0 ,
(B.9)

































2ρ(1)(E−α7) + p(x,E) ρ
(1)(E−α0).
(B.10)












































































3Eα8 + p(x,E) ζEα0 ,
(B.12)





































3S−1ρ(1)(Eα8)S + p(x,E) S
−1ρ(1)(Eα0)S,
(B.13)
where S is defined in (A.19).


























2Eαa + Eαr + p(x,E) ζEα0 , (B.14)
where ζ = 1 for V (1) and ζ = (−1)r+1 for V (r) for the representations (A.5) and (A.6).



































































Eαa + p(x,E) ζEα0 , (B.17)

















































2Eα4 + p(x,E) ζEα0 ,
(B.19)

























2ρ(1)(E−α4) + p(x,E) ρ
(1)(E−α0).
(B.20)


























2S−1ρ(4)(E−α4)S + p(x,E) S
−1ρ(4)(E−α0)S,
(B.21)























a ·H) + Eα1 +
√
2Eα2 + p(x,E) ζEα0 , (B.22)























B.3 Folding and the linear problems for non-simply-laced affine
Lie algebras
In this part of the appendix, we discuss the relation between the linear problem for non-
simply-laced Lie algebra and the linear problem obtained by folding of a simply-laced
affine Lie algebra based on the matrix representations V (a). Here we focus on the foldings:
D
(1)





We discuss the folding of the representation V
(1)
Dr+1
of Dr+1, which has dimension 2r+2. Let
e1, . . . , e2r+2 ∈ R2r+2 be the weight vectors of V (1)Dr+1 . Folding Dr+1 to Br by identifying
the simple roots as in (2.6), V
(1)
Dr+1











is spanned by {e1, . . . , er, 2−1/2(er+1 + er+2), er+3, . . . , e2r+2} and C is spanned
by 2−1/2(er+1 − er+2).






i=1 ψiei. Choosing the monodromy parameters l of D
(1)
r+1 as
lr = lr+1, one can see that the linear combination ψr+1 − ψr+2, which corresponds to the
basis 2−1/2(er+1 − er+2), satisfies
d
dx
(ψr+1 − ψr+2) = 0. (B.25)
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Hence ψr+1 − ψr+2 becomes constant. Then, let us define a vector-valued function Ψ˜ =∑2r+1
i=1 ψ˜ie˜i where {e˜i}2r+1i=1 are the orthonormal basis of R2r+1 and ψ˜i is defined as
ψ˜i =

ψi, i = 1, . . . , r,
1√
2
(ψr+1 + ψr+2), i = r + 1,
ψi+1, i = r + 2, . . . , 2r + 1.
(B.26)
Introducing the monodromy parameters l˜i of B
(1)
r as
l˜i := li, i = 1, . . . , r − 1, l˜r := lr = lr+1, (B.27)
one finds that Ψ˜ solves the linear problem on V
(1)
Br



















alent to that on V
(r)
Br
under the condition lr = lr+1.
B.3.2 E
(1)
6 → F (1)4
We next discuss the folding of the representation V
(1)
E6
of E6, whose matrix representation
is given in appendix A. Let e1, . . . , e27 ∈ R27 be the weight vectors in V (1)E6 . Folding the E6
to F4 by identifying the roots as in (2.10), the weight vectors decompose into the weight
vectors of F4 in V
(1)
F4












{e˜i}26i=1 = {e1, . . . , e12, 2−1/2(e13 + e14), 6−1/2(e13 − e14 − 2e15), e16, . . . , e27} (B.30)








i=1 ψiei. Choosing the monodromy parameters in l of E
(1)
6 as
l1 = l5, l2 = l4, one can see that the linear combination ψ13−ψ14 +ψ15, which corresponds







ψi, i = 1, . . . , 12,
1√
2
(ψ13 + ψ14), i = 13,
1√
6
(ψ13 − ψ14 − 2ψ15), i = 14,
ψi+1, i = 15, . . . , 26.
(B.31)
Denoting the monodromy parameters l˜i as
l˜1 := l1 = l5, l˜2 := l2 = l4, l˜3 := l3, l˜4 := l6, (B.32)
















⊕ V (1)F4 . (B.33)

















We discuss the folding of the representation V
(1)
D4






















is spanned by {e˜i}7i=1 = {e1, e2, e3, 2−1/2(e4 + e5), e6, e7, e8} and C is spanned
by 2−1/2(e4 − e5).





i=1 ψiei. Choosing the mon-
odromy parameter l of D
(1)
4 as l3 = l4, one can see that the linear combination ψ4 − ψ5,
which corresponds to the weight vectors 2−1/2(e4 − e5), becomes constant. Then, we
introduce a vector-valued function Ψ˜ =
∑7
i=1 ψ˜ie˜i, where ψ˜i is defined by
ψ˜i =

ψi, i = 1, 2, 3,
1√
2
(ψ4 + ψ5), i = 4,
ψi+1, i = 5, 6, 7.
(B.35)
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Setting the monodromy parameters l˜i as
l˜1 := l1 = l3 = l4, l˜2 := l2, (B.36)






C Wronskian type formulas for the Q-functions
In this appendix, we summarize the Wronskian type formulas of the Q-functions obtained
from the anti-symmetric products of a fundamental representation, which are used to
compute the Bethe roots in the section 5.
A
(1)
r From V (a) = ∧aV (1), we have obtained (2.33). In a similar way, from V (a) =










(E), a = 2, . . . , r. (C.1)
D
(1)










(E), a = 2, . . . , r − 2. (C.2)
E
(1)


































7 We have the following relations for anti-symmetric products:
∧2V (1) = V (2) ⊕C, ∧3V (1) = V (3) ⊕ V (1), ∧4V (1) = V (4) ⊕ · · · ,
∧2V (6) = V (5) ⊕ V (6), ∧3V (6) = V (4) ⊕ · · · ,
(C.4)
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8 We have the following relations for anti-symmetric products:
∧2 V (1) = V (2), ∧aV (1) = V (a) ⊕ · · · , a = 3, 4, 5. (C.6)










(E), a = 2, . . . , 5. (C.7)
B
(1)










(E), a = 2, . . . , r − 1. (C.8)
C
(1)










(E), a = 2, . . . , r. (C.9)
F
(1)




































C.1 Folding and Q-functions
In the appendix B, we have shown that the linear problem for non-simply-laced affine Lie
algebra follows from that of simply-laced Lie algebra with specific monodromy parameters.
The subdominant solutions and the solutions around the origin can be also obtained from
the folding procedure. We then find the relation between the Q-functions. Since we have




2r−1 in section 2, we summarize the results in





























































































































These relations can be also checked numerically in section 5.
D Cheng’s algorithm for E
(1)
6
In this section, we demonstrate the Cheng’s algorithm for the E
(1)
6 linear problem in V
(1).
The linear operators D[q] and P become:


















2ρ(1)(Eα6) + p(x,E) ρ
(1)(Eα0). (D.2)
Then, using the inverse operator L[q], one can calculate power series solutions Xi (i =
1, . . . , 27). As an example, for the potential p(x,E) = x2 − E and the monodromy
56
















x293/12 + · · · . (D.3)












x355/12 + · · · . (D.4)
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